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Thispaperinvestigatesanisotropicoceanicfeaturesreferredtous"zonaljets",zonalmeaning
that velocityaltemates in the east-west direction with latitude. Zonal jets. as predicted by
turbulence theory, were recently observed by satellite altimetry in the world ocean and were
observed separately in numerical models of the ocean. This study is focuscd on understanding
the mechanisms involved in the formationofaltematingzonaljets. Experiments were carried out
on a rotating table in thegcophysical fluid dynamics laboratory run by Peter Rhinesatthe
University of Washington in Seattle. A cylindrical tank placcdon the table and filled with saline
water provides a simplificd and controlledenvirorunent for modeling the dynamics of oceanic
circulation. The experiments perfonned for this study demonstrate a mechanism wherethejets
result from the development of beta-plumes originating from baroc1inic instabilityattheeastern
boundary of an ocean. The underlying dynamics include the propagation of linear andnonlinear
basin scale Rossby waves. The dynamic flow fields were measured by Altimetric Imaging
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Cbapter 1: Tbeoretical Background
The circulation of the oceans is a complex system involving many known and some
undiscovered processes. Oceanographers who study these systems seek to predict the circulation
and identify the mechanisms involved. Satellite altimetry, jnsitu observations ofthcocean,
Altemating zonal jets originally predicted by turbulence theory (Rhines, 1975) were recently
and in ocean general circulation models (Galperin et al. 2004; akano and Hasumi 2005;
Richards et a1. 2006). The jets are hidden in the much higher amplitude signal of the variability
of the general circulation and can only be revealed by filtering the mean zonal geostrophic
velocity field. The zonal jets are shown to populate every part of the world ocean andits
marginal seas (Ma.'timenko et al.. 2005) and they seem to originate at the eastem boundaries of
oceans (Centurioni et al., 2(08). The reason for their appearance This section will presentthe
discovery of the zonal jets in the world ocean data and in numerical models. The different
eliminates freely evolving geostrophic turbulence and potential vorticity staircases as possible
geostrophic velocity in one region over 200 weeks (almost four years) and expected that the
averaging to zero, but the jets remain distinct in the longtime average. This indicates that the
long time averages and has been shown to create the illusion of elongated zonal velocity
structures. The arguments they present suggest that the zonal jets may be eddy artefactsbutitis
possible that eddies simply contribute to the persistence of the jetsand that the zonal jets are
study the dynamics of the striations found in the subtropical North and South Pacific. They
perfonned analysis of the relative and potential vorticity budgets of the striations. Their results
found that eddy fluxes do not act as a relative vorticity source forthe striations but do contribute
to the time-mean potential vorticity budget of the jets. Thissuggests that the jets are not a result
of the time averaging of westward propagating eddies but that eddies can propagate along
preferred pathways which may coincide with the jets (Scott et al., 2008). Melnichenkoetal
(2010) did not isolate a single mechanism being responsible forthe fonnationofthe striations
and suggest that a complex combination of linear and nonlinear mechanisms might be
Centurioni etal. (2008) found evidence in drifter data that the jets are extensions of four
stationary meanders of the California Current System (CCS) suggesting that a mechanism
analogous to p-plume is responsible for the fonnation of the zonal jets.TheCCSisaneastem
boundary current system located in the subtropical North Pacific Ocean that extends from
poleward undercurrent on the continental rise known as theCalifomia Undercurrent
Centurioni etal. (2008) collected velocity observations from Lagrangian driftersdroguedat 15
metres depth in the CCS between 1987 and 2005. They used drifter data to compute the mean
acceleration and to compare the vorticity flux divergences due to the mean flow and due to
eddies. Their observations revealed four pennanent meanders in the CCS region that are
into the interior of the Pacific Ocean (Centurioniet al., 2008). The unbiased version of the
combined TIP-ERS data has approximate1ydouble the spatial resolution than the previously
which is the dependence of wave frequency on zonal wavenumber. Thcir analysis detected the
expected westward propagation in all ocean basins and found that the propagation speeds outside
the tropics (23° both N and S) are faster than the phase speeds predictedbythec1assicaltheory
for freely propagating linear Rossbywaves. Furthennore, they found that the westward
propagation tends to be nondispersive and contains many eddy-like structuressuggestingthat
nonlinear dynamical processes maybe important. In contrast to linear waves nonlinear eddies
can transport momentum, heat, chemical constituents and contribute to thegeneralcirculation
and large scale water mass distributions (Chelton et aI., 2007). Itisimportant to note that Rossby
waves can produce nonlinear eddies as aresultofwavebreakingorbyexciting smaller solitary
to propagate west (Chelton et al.,2(06). The generation mechanism for the observed eddies
remains an open question. It is widely accepted that nonlinear processes are importantinregions
Figure 3: Five-year averaged zonal velocity (cm S·l) at lOOOmforPCF6sine.Contourintervals
are2cms·1• Shade indicates westward velocity (Nakano and Hasumi,2005)
Nakano and Hasumi (2005) investigated the possible origin of zonal jets in an eddy-permitting
model of the North Pacific. They used the free-surface version of the Center for Climate System
Research (CCR) Ocean Component model (COCO) for calculation. The model solves the
primitive equations on a spherical coordinate system. The model incorporates schemes,including
isopycnal diffusion, biharmonic horizontal diffusion, a tracer advection scheme.andenstrophy
conservation and biharmonic friction in the momentum equations. that enable mesoscale eddies
in the eastern portion of the basin to survive white efficiently damping vorticity alongthestrong
westemboundarycurrent. They found that zonal jets in their study had common features with
In their simulations they found that most of the zonal jets are created by the rectification of
turbulent processes on a p-plane, also known as the Rhines effect. The meridional scaleofthe
where Urms is the root-mean-square particle speed, and ~E is the north-south gradient of the
Coriolisfrequency.TheinverseoftheRruneswavenumberistheRhinesscaleLR=.,JU;;;lff;,
which is the characteristic length scale that marks the cross-overbetWeen waves and turbulence
(Vallis, 2006). At large scales the p-term is dominant and at smaller scales theadvectivetennis
dominant (turbulence). The basic pattem for the zonal f1owsobtainedinthedifferentresolution
models is largely consistent with observations of the world ocean. Thejet-likefeaturescanbe
found in the flow fields of high resolution ocean models averaged ovcra few years. The zonal
jets are coherent over many degrees of longitude and have a relatively small meridional scale of
3-S0 (Galperin et al. 2004; Nakano and Hasumi200S; Richards et al. 2006). Richards et al
(2006) examined the spatial and temporal properties of the zonaljets in a high resolution model
(2006), demonstrating that the jets have a large vertical coherencythat extends throughout the
total depth of the ocean in some regions. Thejctsextend verticallyascomparcd with the broad
zonal flow that slants northward with increasing depth. Some of the zonaljets are explained by
the linear response to the local wind stress; other zonal jets are formed without sman-scale
variation and are presumably created by the Rhines effect. A main conclusion oftheir work was
Results based on salellite and model dala require alhorough validation of oceanic observations
mayhelpidentifythemechanismsthatgeneratezonaljets.Thefollowingportion of this chapter
will give background infonnation on jets, turbulence, and barotropic andbaroclinicinstability

perfectly steady. In the context of small-scale turbulence, the underlying mechanism of jet
theimportantlengthscaleistheRhinesscalcLR=~whichrnarkstheboundarybctwcen

response to a localized perturbation and is established by the emission of Rossby waves. The~-
mid-depth produced by the hydrothermal vents of the South Pacific Rise.Hedescribedathin
thermal convective layer governed by the ~-planeanddriven by heating at the summit of the
ridge and suggested that the plume is dynamically active and spreads westward of its own accord
Figure5:Twooppositelyrotating~-plumescanbeseenextendingwestwardfromthecrestofthe
ridge(Stommel,1982)
Davey and Killworth (1989) investigated the response of an ocean model lolocalizedbuoyancy
forcingonap-planeandfoundthreeflowregimes. When the forcingwasweak,theresponse
was linear and takes the form ofa steady jet-like circulation extending westward from the source
with a front propagating at a long Rossby waves speed. When the amplitude is increased, the
response changes to a chain of discrete eddies that form in the forcing region andpropagate
f=fo(l+yr')
Hereg is gravitational acceleration,7} is the surface elevation and k is the vertical unit vector
The shallow water continuity equation, as in Gill (1982), can be used tointroduceasourceQto
whereHoisthewaterdepth,subscriptadenotesageostropictermsandsubscriptgdenotes
geostrophictenns.Substituting(IA)into(1.5)thenlinearizingtheadvective derivative and
transferring into polar coordinates (r,B)
whereamnisthenthrootoftheBesselfunctionofthemtborderandRistheradiusofthedomam
Integrating equation (1.7) with initial condition tt"=O at t=O,weobtain
wave solution can be easily obtained if the term responsible fordispersion('V211t)isignoredin
Altcmative1ythe solution is given by(l.ll) with a simplified dispersionrelationyieldingnon·
However, if the full dispersion relation (l.lO) is used, the solution given by (l.ll) is quite
ditferent.Thewaveismuchsloweranddispersionisverysignificant.Theratio of the tennsin
whereRd = (f}HO)2/fo is the barotropic Rossbyradius ofdefonnation.lnourexperimentsRd =
means of an instability that would cause the density surfaces to flatten out. In the process,
p-effect is not an essential requirement of the instability but it does modify the behaviour of the
The Rossbyradiusofdefonnation is the horizontal scale at which rotationeffectsbecomeas
importantasbuoyancyetTects(Gill,1982).Baroclinicinstabilityisofcentralimportancetoeddy
production in midlatitudeoceans and atmospheres at the scale of the baroclinic Rossby radius of
defonnation. In the experiments perfonned here, the equation for the Rossby radius of
whereg is the acceleration due to gravity,llp is thedensityditTerencebetweenthe source fluid
andtankfluid,Hoistheinitialheightoffluidinthetankintheabsenceofrotation,pisthe
densilyofthetankfluid,andfo=2flo istheCoriolisparamctcr,and flo is the null point rotation
rate of the tank. LineartheorygivesthatthemostunstablewavelcngthAisproportionaltothe
wherCCl is the dimensionless coefficient of the order of unity. For the single-Iayerexperiments
describedherec1 hasavaluerangingfrom2to5withanaveragebarotropicRa of18cmand an

Chapter 2: Experimental and Analytical Method.
The experiments were perfonned at the geophysical fluid dynamics (GFD) laboratoryoperated
by Peter Rhines at the University of Washington in Seattle. Thislaboratorycontains a rotating
table that is installed on a vibration reducing floor that is isolated from the rest of the building to
controlled by a computer. A circular tank is placed on the rotating table and is filled with fluid
(either fresh or salt water depending on the expcriment, see Appendix A). Theexperimenlal
flows are induced by sources of buoyancy. The dynamic fields created by theexperimenta) flow
are measured by a laboratory technique similar to satellite altimetry. In this chapter the
laborotoryapparatus andexpcrimental techniques will be described
n=1.89radls. One rotation of the tank is equal to one laboratory "day". This means each tank
rotation modcls one day of circulation in the ocean. The number of rotations or lab "days" is
calculated by using the relation that 1.89 radls is equal to 0.3 tank rotations per second. A colour
slide is located at height Habove the surface of the watcrand is slightly off the rotation axis,
which is also theoplical axis of the paraboloid. A fluorescent lamp iliuminatesthecolourslide
from behind and creates a uniform reflection on the parabolic fluid surface. The reflection of the
slide in the water is observed bya video camera that is located at height Habove the water and is
experiments: the first was a Sony DCR·HC96 video camera and the second was an Aptina

methods. For details on theAIV method see Afanasyev et al. (2007). TheAIV and optical
thickness software is used in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc.) and was developed byY. Afanasyev.
of the experiments. The still images of the flows are used to take measurements ofdifferentflow
features, such as wavelength. In this chapter. the laboratory set-up and measuringtechniques
Thepolarp-planewassimulatedbyrotatingacylindricalcontainerofwaterwithafreesurface
such that the depth of the layer varies parabolically with radius. The free surface of the rotating
whereh(r) is the height of the free surface, Ho is the depth of the waler layer in the absence of
rotation,n=1.89radlsistherotationrate,gisgravitationalacceleration,ristheradialdistance
from the axis of rotation on the horizontal plane, and 0 is the diameterofthetank
surface elevation, 11. In a laboratory setting 11 is a field of great interest because the variations of
gradient of pressure to the velocity field and therefore provides the valuable characteristics ofthe
software calculates the main fieldsofgeostrophic velocity and surface elevation,'l,fortheentire
fluid surface. All other variables can be calculated using these two fields, including
surface. The geometry of the free surface paraboloid in solid-body rotation can be used to
provide the amplified image of the surface and measure the slope components of surface
surfaceelevationrelativetothemeanparaboloidcanbeobtained.AIVcombines color coding
The polar ~.plane or y-plane is simulated in a laboratory setting by rotating a cylindrical
container of water with a free surface such that the depth of the Iayervariesparabolicallywith
radius. In these experiments the bottom of the tank is flat. Onlargescales, the circulation of the
ocean is affected by the latitudinal variation oftheCoriolis parameter,the'planetary'vorticity
gradient, the linear approximation of which in midlatitudes isaIsocalledthe~·effect.Thiseffect
can be captured in the ~-plane approximation in which a portion of the spherical surface is
Thesurfaceslope(~,~)istheprimarydynamicfieldmeasuredbyArv.Theref1ectedCOlour
will correspond to ilsparticularlocation (X,Y) on the slide. Here the coordinatesX and Yare
whereTJ is the free surface height, ristheradialdistance from thea.'tisofrotation(tankcenter)
on the horizontal plane. The velocity field can then be calculated using the geostrophicrelation,
which is an approximation of the equation of motion and provides the balance between the
Coriolis force and the gradient of pressure. Herek is the vertical unit vector andfo = 2fioisthe
Coriolisparameter. The geostrophic balance provides a leadingapproximation to the equation of
motion in the system where the relative vorticity is small compared to thebackgroundvorticity
(ic:smaIlRossbynumbcr).Thegeostrophicvelocityisthcncalculatedasfollows
k xV«V+ fo) = -gV~
The curvature of the tangent line to the velocity vector Vis a scalar field given by the magnitude
of the vertical component of the curl of thenonnalizedvelocityvector,K=curlz(V/v). This is
different from the vorticity, defined as ~= curl(V) because the definition of curvature only
magnitude of this tenn is of the order of the Rossbynumber, Ro= I~I/fo. The curvature field
essential components of the flow dynamics. The AIV method is used to detennine the surface
experimentsperfonnedherernetankcontainsasinglelayeroffluidandasourceinjectsfluid
the use ofadye so the thickness of the layer can be measured. Thethickness of the dyed layer,
fluid. To obtain a value for chromaticity a small cuvette with aslopingbottom was placed above
Figure 9: The left image shows the surface of the tank reflecting the colour slide. On the right,
the tank is illuminated from below and the dyed fluid can been seen
consequence of the conservation of the potential vorticity (PV). In a one-layer fluid the
q=':"[~+2nO(1-~(r2-~))]Ho 2gHo 8
bedefinedasthecoefficientsinfrontofthetennproportionaltor2 intheabovePVequation
The experimental value ofpwith units in (cm-1S-l) was calculated using
ff LP=f'H+i~(r2-iR2)
where Q (S-l) is the rotation rate of the tank,g (em S·2) is the gravitational constant, L (em) is
approximatelyhalfofthetankradius(takenheretobe32cm),H(cm) is the thickness of the
of the fluid layer in our case is detennined by the parabolic fonn ofthesurface.Fortheupper
when fluid columns in the upper layer are displaced, the height of the columns is not affected by
flowisnotinfluencedbY'Y~effectunlessthecolumnsinthelowerlayermimic the motion of the
upper layer. A barotropic component of the flow which is by definition the same in both layers
Equations (2.15) and (2.16) are the analogue of the geostrophic relation given by equation (2.3)
and are used hereto calculate the geostrophic velocity in both layers from the measured fields of
Chapter 3: Experimental Results & Discussion.


Figure 11: Images from experiment #2 on January 15, 2009 showing the developmentofthep-
plume. (a) 0 days [FO s], (b) 6 days [F20 s], (e) 18 days [F60 s], and (d) 36 days [F120 s]
This series of experiments was designed to demonstrate thedevelopmentofj3·plumesformedby
boundary source for mesoscale eddies is strongly evident and often begins with a north-south
ridgeofpressurepropagatingoffshorebeforecollapsingintononlinear Rossby waves/eddies. At
some sites it appears to be a direct instability of the eastern boundarycurrent. This hypothesis
was recently discussed byCenturioni et al. (2008)regardingmeanders of the California current
approximately radial direction (North-South). The wedge-shaped diffuser was placed at the fluid
Figure 13: Development of zonal jets in experiment #2 from January 16.2009. (a) 36 days
[l='120 s], (b) 115days[l='385s],(c)202days[l='674s],and(d)303days [l='1012 s]
13 c). Eventually. the source is stopped and the flow is allowed to decay_ After many rotations
or tank "days" the westward f1owfonnszonaijets(Figure 13 d). Thestreaksofmagenta color
indicate the eastward jets while the blue color shows the westward jets. Figure 14 shows one
azimuthal veiocity profile of the jets in the laboratory flow. The veiocitiesare altemating in
orientation, from positive to negative, c1eariy showing that they are alternating jets.ltisaiso
interesting to compare the flows at theeastem boundary (right-hand side of the barrier) and the
westem boundary (left-hand side of the barrier). It is clear that thepenurbations do not propagate
eastward from the western boundary and the coastal current remains attached totheboundary

Thiscxpcrimcntalsel-upusedalongrectanglesourcethatwasplaced at the bottom of the tank
and ran along the midlatitude regions. In the first experiment the source fluid was fresh water
and the tank had a salinity of 200/00 and in the second experiment the salinities were reversed. The
main features of the flow arc very similar to those of the flow inducedbyajetalongthebarrier
discussed previously. Direct observations of typical scales of jets and vortices indicate that
barociinicinstabilitystill remains the main mechanism in the initial scaleselection(FigureI6a)
Theflowdevelopsasaplumepropagatingwestwardwithanabundanceofeddiesand
meanderingjels (Figure 16 b, c). The linear barotropic Rossby waves responsible for the
Figure 16: Development of the flow during experiment #1 on January 23, 2009. (a) 198 days
[r-II min], (b) 252 days [r-14 min], (e) 342 days [t~19 min], (d) 468 days [r-26 min]
script was written to measure the displacement of individual vortices betWeen consecutive
frames(sceAppendix B). The average translation speed UtrrJIU was measured from the imagesby
marking the center of the vortex inconsecutive frames and measuringthedisplacementbetween
the two points (Figure 17). Since the time difference between frames is known the translation
Vortices are identified visually in images of the experimental flow. Vortices are distinct because
theyaresmall,circular,concentrationsofcolourthat reflect each colour on the colour slide due
to their convex shape. They are easily identified in images of the geostrophicvelocity,shown
Figure 18: This figure shows the relative vorticity. The vorticcs are red in colour. The relative
vorticity is nonnaiized by the Coriolis parameterfo. The scale of the surface elevation is in em
The diameter of the tracked vortices was measured by a separate MATLAB script (see Appendix
B).Themeasuredvortcxdiametersarelargerbyafactorof3-6whencompared to the theoretical
Rossby radius of deformation for these experiments which has a valueof2.3cm(seeTables4,8
and 9 in Appendix A). Although the variation of eddy diameter is significantinthese
experiments the results agree with thctypical size of meanders ofbaroc1inicallyunstablecurrents
measured in these experiments and by previous authors (Blokhina andAfanasyev,2003). While
measuringlhe vortex diameter, velocity transects ofthevorticcs were plotted and the maximum
Figure 19: The top image shows the geostrophic velocity image from 23Jan09 Exp#lal352days
(t:::19min34s].ThebottomimageshowsthevelocityprofiJesofthethreevortices
23JanExp#1
23Jan Exp#2
Figure 20: Hislogram of the ratio of eddy rotational speed toeddytranslation specd. The results
demonstratcthe nonlinearityofthc eddies
The average rotation velocityUrot of the vortices can bc compared to their Utrans to demonstrate
thcirnonJinearity.Thisratiodemonstrateseddynonlinearitybccause it compares thc fluid
velocity to thebaroclinic wave speed, which compares nonlinear advectiontolinearetTects(due
to Rossbywavcs)(CheltonetaI., 2006). These two tennscan be seen in the Navier·Stokes
equation for an incompressible fluid,p(~+u'Vu)=-VP+J.l·V2u, whereaujat is the
the nonlinear tcnn which in particular describes the effect of advection. Thedynamicsare
nonlinear when the ratio Urot/Utrans cxceedsunity; cxpcrimental values were within the range
of5 to 8 (Figure 20). The nonlinearity parameter for our experiments was somewhat higher than
Recall that a mn is the nth foot of the Bessel function of the m th order,fo is the Coriolis
Figure 21: Image of the tank showing the locationsoflinesA,B,andC.Theframenumberwas
recorded when the red source fluid reached each point
The geometry of the tank is known so the azimuthal distance between each point was calculated
The comparison ofc and CR in Figure 22 shows reasonable agreement. When the valuesofcR are
smaller than 0.015 radlsthere is less agreement and this is likely due to the presence of other
dynamics in the experimental tlow. The plot suggests that the initial development of the plwne is
primarily a linear process that provides the deformation field forthedevelopmentofnonlinear
fearures such as eddies and jets. In these experiments the longbaroclinic Rossby wave speed
! 0.02
00
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Figure 22: The angular speed of the westward propagation of the plume versus the Rossbyspeed
for the experiments with different values of the baroclinic radius ofdefonnation.R.J
The barotropic Rossby radius ofdefonnation was calculated usingRa = (gHo)2/foandthe
AppendixA).AMatlabscriptwaswrinentoacquireexperimenta)valuesofUrms·Thescript
generates an image of the geostropruc ve)ocity then prompts the user to select a square sectionof
thetank,crops the image, then allows the user to se)ect eight random points. Foreachvalueof
Urms two scparate images of the flow when zonal jets were present was used. Thevelocityfield
is stationary in each image. From each image five cropped sections of the tank were selected to
cover most of the surface area of the tank. From each cropped section eight points wereselected
so the average value ofUrms from each experiment comes from 80 separate points in two
separaleimages. The script calculated valuesofUrms at each of the selectcd poinlsusingthex6
and y-componentsofthe geostrophic velocity at each point. The average Urmsfortheexperiment
is larger than the measured wavelength of the jets. The measured wavelength of the jets was
\Vhereg is the acceleration due to gravity./ip/p is a characteristic density difference ratio for
s=(~)'

experimental setting. Three ditferent flow configurations were studied in acirculartankfilled
with saline fluid that was installed on a rotating table. The circular tank wasrotatedinan
anliclockwisedirection and etfectivelymodels northem hemisphere dynamicson a polar p-plane
A buoyancy source injects fluid into the tank to create the experimental flows that demonstrate
barotropic andbaroclinic instability,thecreationofp-plumes, and the fonnation of zonal jets
The first experimental set-up with a mid-latitude point source was designed to demonstratea
simple (l-plumemodel. The second experimental set-up had an eastern boundary and a fluid
from p-plumes created by baroclinic instability of an eastern boundary current. The third
experimental set-up had a midlatitude linear source and wasdesigncd to demonstrate the main
featuresofa p-plumeand avoid the preset length scale of plumes thnt would be controlled by the
demonslrate the fonnation of zonal jets and to investigate the possibleroleofnonlineareddiesin
zonal jet fonnation.Theseexperimentsdemonstrateseveral processesincludingthedevelopment
ofp-plumes from pelturbations created by a coastal current at an eastcrnboundary;theformation
of zonal jets by linear mcchanisms; and the contributions of nonIi nearcddiestothestructureof
the jets. The experiments also show that barotropic instability plays an important role in the
The first set of laboratory experiments shows the fonnation of discrete anticyclonic eddies. The
second set of laboratory experiments described clearly demonstrates the process of the
of the flow from initial conditions. In these experiments the observed jets fonned as a result of
the linear development ofJ}-plumes. The source injected the red fluid inlothe tank where the
radial boundary meets the tank wall and created an eastern boundary current. Thebaroclinic
instability of the eastern boundary current. visible in the fonn of meanders, created p-plumesthat
began to propagate to the west. Each Jl-plume consisted of an eastward and westward jet along
the hypothesis presented byCenturioni etal. (2008). The initial propagation of the plume front
was govemed by westward propagating long Rossby waves and thedevelopingplumeshowedan
abundance of vortices. The vortices demonstrate a significant nonlincarity and are the produet of
the baroclinic instability with their length scale related to thebarocl inicRossbyradiusof
In the third set of experiments with the source extending in the radialdirectiontheinteractionsof
eddies and jets were observed. The experiments showed that barotropic linear Rossbywaves are
responsible for the fonnationofthe plume. The eddies are probably the product ofbaroclinic
instability with their length scale related to thebaroclinic Rossbyradiusofdefonnation
comparing the eddy translation speed to the eddy rotation speed
The experimental flows provided a sufficient model of the oceanic flows, demonstrated the
fonnationofzonaljetsfrom p-plumes, showed that zonal jets are real and remain after time
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Appendix A
Oal~ I2·Jan·09
Exp# n(radls) LalU TaokSalinity("-) Heigbl(cm) SourceSalinity("-) Source l:~:~:n Barrier- Caml'ra
circle ~:::m Yes
2 1.919 One Freshwater circle ~:m Yes Sony
3 1.919 One Freshwater cirde ~~ Yes Sony
Esp 1# n (radiI) L.:a)·tr Tank Salinity ("-) Height (em) Source Salinity ("-) Sour« L~~~~:n Barrier Camera
1 1.919 Two f~h~t:~~) 5~(11::~); circle 3C:I~::ve No Sony
Esp" fiend/s) Layer Tank Salioity ("-) Heigbl(cm) Source Salinily (%.) Source L:~~~:n Barrier Camera
I 1.834 Two f~~:::m~~) 4 c;oll~:~); circle 3c:t~::ve No Sony
circle ~:m No Sony
Exp 1# n (radls) Layer Tank Salinity ("-) Height (em) Source Salinity ("-) Source L~~~~~:n Barrier Camera
wedge s:~~~~ Yes Sony
FreshwlIter wedge s:~:~~ Yes Sony
Freshwater wedge s:~:~: Yes Sony
Esp" fi(radls) Layer TankS.Unity("-) Beighl(cm) Source S_Unity '''-) Source L:~~~:n Barrier Camera
wodg, ~:: y"
Freshwater wedge s::~: Yes Sony
0",1'9-J,"-o9
1.894 On, 20 F=hwa'" 1 ..«1., y"
rxp" fi(ndfs) Layer Tank Salinity ("-) Height (em) SourceSalinif)'("-> Source I~~~~:n Barrier Came...
1 1.894 One Freshwater linear ~~m No Sony
2 1.894 One Freshwater linear ~~':m No Sony
Exp" fi(rad/s) Layer Tank Salinity ("-) Height (em) Sourc:e Salinity (%.) Source L~:~~~:II Barrier Camera
I 1.896 Two FreSh~~~~~~ttom); 2 't'11~O~); linear :':~l No Sony
2 1.894 One Freshwater linear ~~t:m No Sony
rxp" !lend/$) Layer TankSalinity(%.) Height (em) Source Salinity (%.) Source L~:~~~:n Barrier Camera
1 1.894 Two F~~h<::~~~~ ) 5 cn!t~o~); linear ~:t:m No Sony
Exp" !l(rad/s) Layer Tank Salinity ("-) Height (em) SourceSaJinity(%.) Source LS::~~C:n Barrier Camua
1;..... 1 2,:,:::" No
2 1.894 One Freshwater linear ::~m No Aptina
Tank Rotation Rate (rad/s) 1.89
-2!l 3.79
Table3: Source Volume Flow Rate.
Massflowrate=14.9Ws
Video File ~~~~ E;~~ V~:t:~~~W
12J.nl 1017.18 1.017 0.QI5
12J.n21017.181.017 0.015
12J.n31002.98 1.003 0.015
14J.nII007.311.007 0.015
15.I.nII004.281.004 0.QI5
15.I.n21004.281.004 0.QI5
16J.nl 998.23 0.998 0.QI5
l6Jan2 998.23 0.998 0.QI5
16J.n3 998.230.998 0.015
ISJanl 998.23 0.998 0.QI5
ISJ.n2 998.230.998 0.015
19J.nl 998.23 0.998 0.015
19J.n2 998.230.998 0.QI5
19J.n3 998.230.998 0.QI5
19J.n4998.23 0.998 0.015
19J.n5998.23 0.998 0.QI5
19Jan61015.66 1.016 0.QI5
19J.n71015.66 1.016 0.015
20JanII013.391.013 0.015
20J.n21028.611.029 0.014
2IJ.nII020.951.021 0.015
2IJ.n21005.82 1.006 0.015
22J.nl 1020.95 1.021 0.015
23J.nl 998.23 0.998 0.015
23Jan21013.39 1.013 0.015
li,mI,) I I,m)
s-
Ig(AP/P)"
I (H/411'L'1
ISJan21223040.191O.01 0.0443 0.0020.01080.77 0.6535.30.270.005410.01430.08910.0036
O.IIQ<; 1.0100.08961.47 0.9628.30.220.007910.00850.08380.0089
O.IIQ<; 0.5110.10140.900.3918.10.140.0032[0.00350.04830:0045
O.IIQ<; 1.6650.08871.20 0.3417.00.130.0028[0:00300:02340:0147
18Jan 2 6 20.3 2.54 4.0 I O. I 106 0.712 0.0753 1.12 0.30 15.7 0.12 0.0024 I0.0026 0.030~ 0.0063
O.IIQ<; 0.6780.08070.560.5321.30.160.004410.00470.05650.0060
19Jan46 20.32.60 4.010.11060.7450.03110.50 0.9629.10.220.007910.00850.09760.0066
0.1264 0.7100.03690.450.7124.40.190.005810.00540.07850:0055
19Jan65 20.312.44 3.01 0.14740.8790.02650.94 1.1231.50.240.oo92Io.00740.1210----O:OOSS
19Jan75 20.32.44 3.010.1474 0.8790.01281.010.5118.90.150.0042]0.00340.0551--0.0058
20Janl5 20.32.283.010.14740.7640.01391.030.37 14.90.11 0.0030]0.0024 0.0423 Q()05
20Jan25.520.33.38 3.510.1264 1.4450.01690.74 0.71 22040.170.oo59Io.oo550.0554----o:oil2
23Janl5 18.52.26 3.010.14740.7530.02031.250.6014.10.110.004910.00400.0' 0.0050
23Jan25 18.52.28 3.010.14740.7640.015900400.5811.00.080.004810.00380.0672 0.0051
~'''''U_L'RO'''UlfLUlIlLF''''UIfS.g(.Pthick (emls) (em) a.. Ip)·CHIem 402L!t4Jan - .- - - - - 0.ססOOI 0.800.3312.30.00270.0072 0.0313 0.0073l5.bn - - - - - - O,()()I61 1.44 0.19 14.7 0.0016 0.0025 - 0.ססOOl1Jan .- -- - - - .- 0.ססOOI 1.18 0.4714.50.00390.00310.04490.0014
Table 6: Comparison of Baroclininc R.i to Source Velocity for Singlc-LayerExperiments.
Experiment R,,(cm) Vazl(radfs) Sourceiocation
innuidlayer
15Jan#2 1.93 Om08
(s~;:~r
16Jan#1 3.02 0.0896 Surface
16Jan#2 2.15 0.1014 Surface
16Jan#3 3.88 0.0887 Surface
18Jan#2 2.54 0.0753 Surface
19Jan#2 2.48 0.0807 Surface
19Jan#4 2.60 0.0311 Bottom
19Jan#5 2.37 0.0369
19Jan#6 2.44 0.0265
19Jan#7 2.44 0.0128
20Jan#1 2.28 0.0139 Bottom
20Jan#2 3.38 0.0169
21Jan#2 1.69 0.0118 Bottom
23Jan#1 2.26 0.0203 Bottom
lJan#2 2.26 0.0159 Bottom
23Jan#3 2.28 0.0156
Et~:r~~~1 Uro.(cmls) U"",(cmls) Ratio (Uro"U.nnl) Vortex Diameter
F23Vorxl 2.25 0.2\ 10.70 2.25
F23Vorx2 2.40 0.34 7.06 2.40
F23Vorx3 3.24 0.29 11.17 3.24
F25Vorxl \.48 0.2\ 7.04 1.48
F25Vorx2 1.88 0.34 5.53 1.88
F25Voru 2.16 0.29 7.45 2.\6
F26Vorxl 2.26 0.55 2.26
F26Vorx2 3.20 0.59 5.43 3.20
F26Voru 2.\7 0.54 4.0\ 2.17
1.90 0.55 3.46 1.90
F27Vorxl 2.37 0.59 4.02 2.37
F27Vorx3 2.29 0.54 4.24
F29Vorxl 2.29 0.19 12.04 2.29
F29Vorx2 3.33 0.19 17.53 3.33
F29Vorx3 2.93 0.20 14.66 2.93
FJOVorxl 2.45 0.19 12.90 2.45
FJOVorx2 2.42 0.\9 12.72 2.42
FJOVorx3 2.26 0.20 11.32 2.26
FJ2Vorxi 2.78 0.79 3.52 4.65
FJ2Vorx2 1.02 0.32 3.\9 6.3\
FJ2Vorx3 1.75 0.56 3.13 4.27
FJ3Vorxl 3.07 0.79 3.89 6.03
2.53 0.32 7.91 6.97
FJ3Vorx3 1.72 0.56 3.07 6.98
FJ5Vorxi 2.15 0.42 5.12 2.15
FJ5Vorx2 3.0\ 0.69 4.36 3.01
F35Vorx3 3.10 0.47 6.60 3.10
FJ6Vorxi 1.63 0.42 3.89 1.63
FJ6Vorx2 2.93 0.69 4.25 2.93
FJ6Vorx3 2.73 0.47 5.80 2.73
2.77 0.53 5.23 5.00
F43Vorx2 2.0\ 0.31 6.48 5.07
F43Vorx3 2.55 0.61 4.18 5.04
F44Vorxi 3.50 0.53 6.60 5.83
2.64 0.3\ 8.50 6.26
F44Vorx3 2.89 0.6\ 5.83
F46Vorxi 3.50 0.57 6.\5 3.50
F46Vorx2 2.21 0.26 8.50 2.21
F46Vorx3 3.07 0.62 4.95 3.07

perin v::: ;::,) Vorl ;ieed ~"') Di.~e -(em)
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scale in em/pixel
scale-O/(px(2)-px(1));
% scale in em/pixel
scale-D/(px(2j-px(1));
rename the input points so it's easier to handle them later. Addmore
\ points as n increases or decreases
xl-pxx(l);
yl-pyy(ll;
plot(xl,yl,'Color',
openthesecondimage,:nar:".e2
av-aviread(fullfile(dirname_movie,fname2I,Nframe l
av2-imcrop(av.cdata, [min([px(l) px(21])min([py(3) py(41) lsizxsizy]l;
av2-imresize(av2,[sizxysizxy),'bilinear'l;
C2-makecform('srgb2lab');
Ivideo_lab-applycform(av2,C2);
IVideo_lab-lab2doubleUvideo_lab);
plot(xl,yl,'Color','r','Marker','+');
plot(x2,y2,'Color','b','Marker','+');
tr..:.s i.s d':'stance in c.~ because it is p':'xe:s·sca:e w:'e:-e scale is em/pixel
disp-(sqrt{((x2-xll ... 2)+((y2-yll .... 2ll)·scale
Nframe-l;
\ scale inc::l/p:..xel
scale-O/(px(2)-px(l);
I ;;:;:;':::::::::,:::::;:;,-""".,'".,., .....,."" ...,' I
1
77
_
cl-{ly(l)-ly(2})/(lx(l)-lx(2l);
c2-{ly(2)"'lx(1}-ly{ll*lx(2)J/{lx(lJ-lx(2));
VX_line-interp2 (VXm_geostr,xline, yline, 'cubic'),
VY_line-interp2 (VYm_geostr,xline, yline, 'cubic');
scale in em/pixel
scale-O/(px(2)-px(l);
'Select area to crop'
[pxc,pycj-ginput{2l; i:1put t\<;o corners of the rectangle to be cropped
xwid-abs(pxc{l)-pxc(2))
yheight-abs(pyc(2)-pyc(1))
xmin-min([pxc(1}pxc(2}]),
ymin-min([pyc(1)pyc(2)]);
npp-8;%thenumberofinputpoint.s
[lx,ly]-ginput(npp);%inputthepo::'nt.s


'scaleincm/pixel
scale-O/(px(2)-px(1));
\ , ,\nnn,nnuu.n,nnn",,,,,\,,,,n\,,,,,,,nnH
'This section opens the video fo:!"a.:1alysis and allows the use:!" to measu:!"e
the wavelength of thebaroclinic instabilities
, This section was copied froI:! rnain_calibration_29April.m. It opens the i~age
I. from the selected video for analysis.
\scaleincm/pixel
scale-O/(px(2)-px(1));
rena::e t~e ':'::;:".;,: ?o':':1::s so its easier to handle the::J. late:::-. Add !:lore
PO':':1,:sas:-. .:.:-.creaseso:::-cecreases
'change this to include a~l d:'s::.a:-:ces -::!:.at. we=e :""easured.
save([inst_direxperID),'barol','baro2'),'baro3')'l.,'bar04')




